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Considered by some to be the pinnacle of British steam locomotive design, the Class 9F comes to Train Simulator in British
Railways black livery.
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I have just bought this loco and ran the first scenario twice. I love the look of the finish of this engine, the smoke and steam
effects are good. Once I got the feel of the reverser, throttle and brakes I found it performed well. I cannot comment on the
sounds as My PC does not have a dedicated sound card and I have problems with almost all Steam loco sounds as they overload
my system. I am well on the way to a new system which MUST have a decent dedicated sound card.. This is a very lazy lazy
money soaking release from RSC DTG. They have done very little to address the issues with the original IHH model. A few new
textures, getting rid of the waving fireman and aligning even worse generic sounds to it then the IHH original including the
addition of the very irritating constant high pitch blowing off the safety valve. The 9f is a iconic loco and deserves a better
uninterested shabby re release then this, as for DTG customers, this just shows how much respect we are actually afforded by
the company, "release any ole Sh*te for the weekend" attitude is very much evident here. No doubt Steam sounds supreme will
have to come to the rescue with new decent sound set which might be the saving grace if you have purchased this already. If you
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haven't, even at a heavy discount it's very disappointing lazy release. Avoid.. Not too Bad, Pretty much the same as the IHH
Version. Brought this when on offer. Properly they will do skin addons of "Evening Star" and "Black Prince" Later on.. THERE
IS NO WORD TO DESCRIBE THIS ADDON IT IS SO BAD THAT I CANT EVER CALL IT BAD STAY AWAY FROM IT
IF U DONT WANT TO WAST YOUR MONEY IF YOU WANT SOMETHING BRILIENT FOR YOUR MONEY THEN
BUY THE 14XX ADDIN PACK IT REALLY IS YOUR MONEYS WOURTH THE RESON IT WAS BAD IS BECAUSE IT
HAS 2 MISSING TEXTURES ON THE WATER SITE GLASS AND HAS THE BLACK 5 DEFALT SOUNDS AND
WHISTLE.. I would not recommend this as DTG have not changed/updated anything, except the lights on the train. I am
disappointed that it did not come with the Evening Star. I have not managed to get this train when, pulling a heavy load not to
have wheel slip. It is a shame that IHH is out of business, as their version was far better than this. If you do want to give this a go
then please wait for it on sale as it is defiantly not worth it at full price.. Not happy at all!!! Better off with the original IHH
model, if you already own it. I don't recomend this!! Uses the same terrible Whistle as the IHH version, Has a restricted Cab
camera so you can't see the tender and losses pressure to easily above 55mph.. This add-on is nowhere as bad as other peoples
seems to imply. It is however grossly overpriced, like all DT DLCs. Grab it when on sale at 50% and you shouldn't be
disappointed. It requires some skill to drive properly, as the engine has a tendency to wheel-slip more easily than other engines,
when the reverser is not handled with enough care. Some are complaining that its difficult to keep pressure in the boiler at
higher speeds, but again, careful use of the regulator and reverser is needed. I hesitated to buy this add-on as it has received
mostly negative reviews, but I don't regret my purchase. As long as you're aware that this is an old DLC, with an old reused
sound set, and lacks all the features of a more recent and more advanced one, and as long as you buy it at reduced price, you
should find it to be OK.. Downloaded and expected a top class model. Instead, I got a badly modified rendition of the IHH
model that left me seriously dissapointed. It comes with Two variants, a single chimney and Double chimney, along with two
tender variants, BR1A and BR1G. Yet there is no sign of an Evening Star version or a Crosti boilered version, two of the most
well known types of 9f. Harumph. The Sounds are absolutely atrocious. They are the basic european assest sounds for steam
locos, so the same as the black five that comes with the base version and still sound awful, as they always have. It completely
ruins any feeling of immersion and therefore ruins the loco, so dont buy this expecting amazing sound quality as it is pants.
Internally, the cab has been brought up to scratch with brand new textures and a few simple changes to some of the fittings.
Externally, the model textures have been updated and in fairness look pretty decent, well weathered to a realistic degree. But
two things let it down, one being that you can no longer switch headlamps around to suit the train you are hauling, and the other
being that the running gear and wheels are not quarterised. Basically, the valve gear is mirrored and not slightly offset the same
as the real locomotive would be, which completley ruins the exterior view for me personally. Every other steam locomotive in
train simulator has it offset, so as to why DTG decided to change it I have no idea. Performance wise this loco is very mediocre.
It has amazing pulling power at low speeds, and will keep good steam up doing it. But as soon as you start getting up to higher
speeds of about 40-50mph, pressure seems to drop drastically along with the pulling power, so if you try to keep going you will
more than likely drop to a crawl and then stop. Very annoying indeed. In summary, it feels like DTG put no effort to change the
flaws that were evident with the original IHH, and instead put minimum effort into a 'that'll do approach'. The sounds are awful,
the external features are okay with the animations and lack of offsetting leading me to giving a resounding meh in this
department. Internally the Cab view is pretty nice, but nothing special. And the Performance is rather disappointing for a loco
famous for fast heavy freght trains and speeds of up to 90 mph. The lack of an Evening Star version and a Crosti boiler version
makes me suspicious that they will be a seperate marketplace add-on of u00a32 each, even though IHH offered both. Would I
recommend this? If youre after a polished, top quality freight engine of the 1950s and 60s, No. Definately not. Unless DTG
updates the rather glaring issues with it, which is unlikely. Either get this in a very reduced sale or get yourself the Robinson 04,
a freight engine half the price and at least 10x better in almost every respect.. It's a fun engine and is the largest british steam
engine out for the game so far. There are a few little things that are off about the dlc. First is that the engine looks too dark, it
appears pure black from all angles in the daylight. It's kind of hard to see stuff in the cab for the same reason. All in all its fun
and it's woth the money if it's something you want.. DO NOT BUY! very bad model, sound are rubbish. Should be given awa
for free, or they should give us money to take the bloody thing.
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